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To be world leaders in luxury sustainable comfort.
Our Vision:

We are Proper
Our business is a family one, and we treat it, and everyone in it, as our own,  
respecting each others skills, expertise and point of view.

We are Partners
We can only be world leaders in sustainable mattress and comfort innovation  
by successful teamwork and harmoisation across our business.

We are Planet Friendly
Sustainability is at the forefront of all our decision making. We work with the 
planet, not against it.

We are Proud
We are proud of our heritage and being experts in what we do. We are proud to 
be part of the Harrison Spinks family and change the way the world sleeps.

We are Pioneering
We encourage our skilled teams to constantly develop their talent, build on 
their knowledge, and flourish in the workplace to innovate.

harrisonspinks.co.uk/work-for-us

https://www.harrisonspinks.co.uk/work-for-us


Job Description

  Job Title:

  Reporting to (position):

  Hours of Work:

  Job Objectives:

  Main Duties:



  Key Skills:

  Person Specification:

  Pay:

  Closing Date:

Send your CV and covering letter stating why you are interested in this role and outline the expertise you could offer if you  
were successful with your application to:

Abiegayle Barry
abarry@harrisonspinks.co.uk

mailto:abarry%40harrisonspinks.co.uk?subject=

	Job Title: Wire Drawer
	Reporting To: 
	Hours of Work: 
	Job Objectives: Ensure efficient daily running of the Wire drawing lines and general housekeeping. 
	Main Duties: Set Up• Identify the correct wire specification sheets from the production orders. • Select and build the correct drawing die sets.• Follow specific set-up procedure through multiple blocks.• Set-up machine in line with the wire specification.• Check product complies with quality requirements before beginning production.Production• Monitor cooling and drawing products to maximise efficiency• Always be aware of machine status in case of sudden breakdown• Inspect product for conformance with specification and quality requirements throughout running process• Ability to monitor product quality and make adjustments to maintain specification requirements• Maintain a safe and clean working environment at all times• Strong knowledge of intricate machinery to adjust product accordingly• Attach the correct labels to buckets for efficient identificationBreakdowns• Able to identify cause and problem solve to minimise down time• Learn and competently use unique job specific machinery• Assist others and work as a team to recover from breakdowns• Awareness of parts and their roles to aid problem solvingQuality• Maintain specification and tolerance to comply with requirements• Competently make effective adjustments where necessary• Frequently test product to ensure high levels of efficient running
	Key Skills: • Previous wire drawing experience desirable• The ability to troubleshoot, maintain and make minor repairs to wire drawing equipment.• Good communication skills• Self-motivated • Able to work under pressure• Passion to achieve set targets• Good housekeeping• Displays integrity• Promotes teamwork
	Person Specification: • Enthusiastic and flexible approach to react on a day to day basis to all requests• Impeccable time keeping.• Willing to go the extra mile • Attention to detail and the ability to think clearly and work under pressure.• Ability to multi-task, work to deadlines and prioritise work load to deliver expectations and tasks.
	Pay: Competitive
	Closing date: 


